Assessment of ultra low frequency band power of heart rate variability: validation of alternative methods.
Alternative methods for assessing ULF spectral power using data from commercial Holter analysers were studied. Different heuristics for ULF calculation were compared with standard research software-based determination of ULF. University Hospital. 43 patients in NYHA classes I-IV heart failure and seven normals of similar ages. SDNN, SDANN, ULF, VLF, LF, HF calculated from 24 h Holter monitoring using Oxford scanner software (method 1). ULF power also calculated by subtracting the sum of VLF. LF and HF powers obtained from the Holter scanner from the total variance (method 2) from 2 x ln(SDANN) (method 3), and by performing a standard, research-quality 24-h EFT analysis on the beat files (standard). Results of methods 1-3 were compared with standard using two-way ANOVA with repeated measures, regression analysis and a graphical technique. ULF calculated by method 1 correlated r=0.66 with standard but means differed substantially. In contrast, ULF calculated by method 2 correlated r=0.99 with standard with no significant differences between means. ULF calculated from SDANN (method 3) correlated r=0.983 with standard but means, while similar, were significantly lower (P=0.005). ULF reported by commercial HOLTER software is not equivalent to ULF power derived from 24 h FFT analysis. ULF calculated by method 2 can be considered equivalent to the ULF derived by standard 24-h FFT. ULF estimated by method 3 offers direct ULF power estimation from a temporal measure of HRV and can be useful when spectral values are not available.